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INTRODUCTION

Taking the world by storm in recent years, blockchain technology revolutionizes the way
we transact assets, manage data, and enforce agreements. Originally developed by Satoshi
Nakamoto for the cryptocurrency Bitcoin, blockchain has been adapted for diverse data
management applications such as streamlining remittances, enhancing food traceability, securing
electronic health records, ensuring genomic data privacy, training artificial intelligence, bolstering
cybersecurity, tackling climate change, and supporting clinical trials (Chapron, 2017; Grishin et al.,
2019; Howson, 2019; Wong et al., 2019; Krittanawong et al., 2020; Reina, 2020).

Blockchains are decentralized, append-only ledgers. Instead of a centralized entity, for example
a bank, controlling an entire ledger, multiple parties (nodes) form a network to maintain a
synchronized, distributed, and identical record. Decentralization safeguards the integrity of the
ledger when individual nodes are lost. The ledger is comprised of blocks that store data, such as
the details of a financial transaction, and are linked chronologically to create a metaphorical chain
of blocks. The append-only design of blockchain guarantees a complete, traceable, and virtually
tamper-proof ledger.

Despite its implementation in many industries, blockchain has never been harnessed to directly
study biological mechanisms. Current uses of blockchain technology in biology and medicine has
been limited to peripheral applications such as storing sequencing data or preventing tampering
of clinical trial data. Although longstanding problems in computational biology mirror those
addressed by blockchain, the technology has never been exploited to answer fundamental biological
questions. Proposed here is a conceptual framework for employing blockchain technology to
probe biological mechanisms. How principles of decentralization, synchronicity, immutability, and
contracts can be utilized for cancer evolution and synthetic biology are explored.

DECENTRALIZED LEDGERS AND MODELING CANCER
EVOLUTION

The rigorous recordkeeping capabilities of blockchain can be harnessed to probe cancer evolution
and lineage tracing. Clonal evolution in cancer exhibits strikingly similar features as blockchain
(Figure 1A). Accruing genetic and epigenetic alterations in a stepwise, sequential manner, cancer
cell clones are subject to Darwinian natural selection throughout their growth. Clonal architectures
involve a founder mutation, for example ETV6-RUNX1 fusion in acute lymphoblastic leukemia,
that drives clonal expansion and subsequent diversification (Greaves andMaley, 2012). Defining the
ledger as the complete history of a cancer, this critical origin can be represented by the genesis block
of a blockchain. The dataset in each block harbors a snapshot of the cancer state in time, ideally the
entire single-cell omics signature. Accordingly, appending a new block to the ledger corresponds
to adding an updated snapshot of the cancer state to the cancer history. Appending new blocks is
critical because cancer cells are constantly subjected to dynamic evolutionary pressures, including
resource competition, microenvironmental constraint, and therapeutic intervention (Ferrando and
López-Otín, 2017). Decentralization can be achieved by treating every cell as an individual node
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Blockchain model of cancer evolution. Founder mutation (represented by lavender and turquoise fusion protein) initiates genesis block. Contents of

every block encompass the complete single-cell omics of the cancer at a certain time point. Each block is marked by a unique hash that is a function of the hash of

the previous block and its own contents. Proof-of-work determines the timeframe elapsed between each block. The entire ledger is decentralized across every cancer

cell. (B) Model for logic-based smart contracts integrated with biological Boolean logic gates. Complex synthetic biological circuits can involve many unique signal

inputs into multiple Boolean logic gates of different types, each requiring an independent reporter (orange). Implementing logic-based smart contracts eliminates the

need for individual reporters to validate an individual logic gate, potentially allowing for a general global, blockchain-based reporter (blue) that can model dynamic and

multiplexed circuits.

and connections as intercellular relationships. Reconstructing
the ledger necessitates integration of the intrinsic omics of a
single cell and all its intercellular relationships. In this model,
despite heterogeneity across cells, they are synchronous in their
ability to contribute to the reconstruction of a cancer history
ledger. Establishing nodal connections are realistic given the
significant computational advances in characterizing cell-cell
communication (Efremova et al., 2020).

What guarantees that a newly appended block is an accurate
updated snapshot of the cancer state? The cryptographic hash
and proof-of-work mechanisms of a blockchain can guarantee
that the evolutionary trajectory is faithfully documented
(temporal, lineage, and omic accuracy). Cryptographic hash
functions are one-way functions (inputs can only be determined
by trial-and-error, not rationally, from outputs) that map an
arbitrary dataset to a fixed value such as a string of binary
digits. Each block contains the hash of the previous block
and its own unique hash that is a function of both its
intrinsic data and the previous hash, enabling an append-
only chain. A cryptographic hash function can map a single-
cell omics signature to a dimension-reduced fingerprint of
the cancer. Such processing is realistic given the substantial
progress made in computational methods for multimodal

integration of single-cell omics data (Efremova and Teichmann,
2020). The linear organization of blocks ensures that changes
during the inter-block timeframe in any arbitrary feature
of the cancer, say flux through a signaling pathway in a
specific cell, can be determined by comparing the contents
of block “n+1” and block “n.” Proof-of-work dictates that
hashes need to meet certain conditions, thus requiring brute
force computations as a prerequisite for adding new blocks
due to the one-way nature of cryptographic hash functions.
Because adjusting the hash conditions modulates the difficulty
of adding new blocks, proof-of-work establishes the inter-
block timeframe and tunes the temporal resolution of the
cancer history.

By establishing a high fidelity cancer history, a blockchain

model of cancer evolution may be a powerful model for

retrospective lineage tracing. Retrospectively reconstructing

cell lineage information is valuable for understanding human

diseases because experimental manipulation is impossible (Baron
and van Oudenaarden, 2019). Naturally occurring mutations,
such as copy number variations, single-nucleotide variants,
LINE-1 transpositions, microsatellite mutations, and mtDNA
mutations, can moonlight as endogenous lineage barcodes
(Woodworth et al., 2017), which can serve as a starting point
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for reconstructing the cancer history blockchain. Integrating
a blockchain model with current genetic methods that probe
biological memory, such as MemorySeq (Shaffer et al., 2020),
may expand the comprehensiveness and utility of retrospective
lineage tracing.

SMART CONTRACTS AND BIOLOGICAL
BOOLEAN LOGIC GATES

Smart contracts make blockchain an attractive platform to
encode Boolean logic gates for biological systems. Originally
conceptualized by Nick Szabo and eventually integrated with
the Ethereum blockchain by Vitalik Buterin, smart contracts
are protocols that automatically execute upon fulfillment of
certain conditions and enjoy all the cardinal features of
blockchain such as decentralization, immutability, and validity.
For example, instead of hiring a real estate broker, smart
contracts on a blockchain can automatically process the
sale of property via an agreement that cannot be lost or
fraudulently altered.

Both smart contracts and Boolean logic gates share core
principles of conditionality. Boolean logic applies logic operators,
such as conjunction (AND), disjunction (OR), negation (NOT),
and exclusivity (XOR), to binary values (true and false or 1 and 0).
Smart contracts are classically programmed using the procedural
language Solidity. Procedural languages outline step-by-step how
a process is performed, whereas declarative languages define
what goal must be met. Considerable efforts have been made
to shift toward declarative programming to create logic-based
smart contracts that are less error-prone and ambiguous than
traditional smart contracts (Idelberger et al., 2016; Hu and
Zhong, 2018).

As knowledge of molecular mechanisms and signaling
pathways rapidly grows, Boolean logic gates offer a powerful
approach to model complex networks and extract relevant
biological relationships (Morris et al., 2010). Beyond modeling
and analysis, boolean logic gates are integral for synthetic
biological systems and networks with wide-ranging applications
such as biosensing, pharmaceuticals, and biofuels (Khalil
and Collins, 2010). Boolean logic gates are experimentally
encoded by various synthetic DNA, RNA, protein, and
photosensitive molecules (Miyamoto et al., 2013; Erbas-
Cakmak et al., 2018). Importantly, Boolean logic gating
facilitates the development of highly specific and selective
therapeutics, particularly monoclonal antibodies and chimeric
antigen receptor (CAR) T cells. Conditionally functional
AND-gated antibodies based on binary toggling between
phosphorylated and non-phosphorylated states have been
synthesized (Gunnoo et al., 2014). Multi-antigen targeting CAR-
T cells can be engineered to exhibit AND, OR, and NOT logic
gating with the goal of restricting antigen escape and toxicity
(Han et al., 2019).

Because Boolean logic gates are central to synthetic biology,
logic-based smart contracts present a novel computational

approach to modeling biochemical circuits. A central
component of synthetic biological circuits is assaying output
and performance, and this is often achieved by detecting
fluorescent reporters (Brophy and Voigt, 2014). However,
fluorescent reporters have limitations such as a requirement
for artificial overexpression and susceptibility to protein
degradation. Furthermore, encoding more advanced outputs
such as oscillation, which requires co-expression of repressors
(Gilad and Shapiro, 2017), and permitting multiplexing can
be challenging. Because smart contracts serve to eliminate
third-party confirmation, logic-based smart contracts can
eliminate the need for individual reporters directly downstream
of individual biological Boolean logic gates and shift the burden
of verification to a global, blockchain-based reporter instead
(Figure 1B). Confidence that biological Boolean logic gates
function correctly can be attributed to trust in a blockchain,
which can be designed to be a ledger of the state of a particular
cell for example. This simplification is valuable for complex
networks and may facilitate efforts to engineer dynamic and
multiplexed circuits. As evidenced by recent advances in
adapting machine learning algorithms to design gene circuits
(Hiscock, 2019), computational methods like blockchain should
be utilized in tandem with experimental techniques to maximize
synthetic biology capabilities.

DISCUSSION

Blockchain technology remains under-tapped. Outlined here
are two applications of “blockchain biology,” the application
of blockchain principles to directly study and model biological
mechanisms. Specifically, blockchain-based retrospective lineage
tracing and monitoring multiplexed biochemical circuits are
proposed. Considerable development is needed to advance
blockchain technology to a functional computational biology
paradigm. For example, what data should go on-chain vs.
off-chain? How will available experimental methods inform
blockchain models in biology? In addition to expanding
the range of biological contexts amenable to interrogation
by blockchain principles, significant methods development is
crucial. From proof-of-work vs. proof-of-stake to lightning
network addressing scalability, the numerous possibilities for
blockchain infrastructure is clearly evidenced by the diverse
forms of cryptocurrency. Biology remains an uncharted territory
for the immense potential of blockchain, a future ripe to begin
building block by block.
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